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Quality Competition 'Between Firms
AIREmpirical Inv&barliiw With R m w t to Product Quality hproveanents
af IndlastrhZ R m , Camptitire m r k e ~ g - m hRmctiam
and Perciehed Succm

Summary
T h i s summary will focws on the five phases of the m c h . Eirst, the problem is
elucidated. Second, we will present the main hypotheses of this study. Third, we will

describe the profile of the empirical research. Next, we will present the major findings
and finally we will dsaw wme conclusioms.

Recently, a number of (interplnationd programs aimed at stimulating the development of
higher quality products have been initiated. More and more companies consider Total
Quality Management as an inevitable instrument to improve products mund services.
Quality competition is generally seen as a useful instrument for achieving success in terms
of market share. md profits. In marketing there has been ample reesmch in the area of
comptitionu and the competitive process, in the past ten years. However, there was not
much attention for quality problems and q d i t y as a, competitive weapon; as p a ~ tof the
marketing-mix. This dissertation tackles product quality improvements and competitive
reactions of competitors. More specifically the empidm1 research is focused on four
questions:
* What are the most important motives for improving poduct quality?
* !%%at type of product quality improvement is used?
* What is the specific reaction of the m i n competitor?
* What is the eventual success of the product quality improvement for the initiating
ampany?
To investigate these questions we investigated the existing literature in various disciplines;
marketing, (industrid) mnomics and quality management. We have presented an
overview of the literature en market entries and competitive incumbent reactions.
Literature ion market entries and competitive incumbent reactions is relevant because of
the comprable situatiaa with the product quality impr10ve;rnent from a competition
perspective. The produce is improved, or newly introduced in the muket. To a c e d n
extent, incumbents are forced to make room for the new e n m t , respectiveley the prodllmct
with the improved quality. On the other hand, we used insights from econometric
marlvoefing modelling, usually gathered in consumer markets with c l w baundapies.
Insights h m econometric marketing model building are relevant because there are some
studies where the product quality is aperationrdidI though rudimentary. Our empinical
research is dwnipitive and expiotative and uses mmagement perceptions. The basic:
model ciln therefore be chauactesised by a M a v i o u d approach. In the final analyses, the

wnclusia~inr~
we not drawn for the individual Bm, but far grtourpcs] of f - s . In this way
we tried Lo supply ingredients for a more wmmon q
~ l general
e
tRmq on prosduct
q d i q improvemen& and iclomjwdtive r a d o n s . As far a we h o w , for the fist time the
rmticvn of campeltitors trr quality improvemwb is empirically stablishhed. Eased on such
findings, one wuld try to formulate rmtirsn hypotheses with a normative c h w k r .

k product quality improvement is defined

M a repsitiolning, plriducr modifimtion c;ra an
addidon to &sting product m g e s in order to meet the wishes and neieds of the customer.
Thereby, one should keep in mind the relative quality position to mmpetition of the
wmpmy. Prduct is defined as the tangible product, includibyg the chmiteriseics that are
implid by custolmcrs,
The most i m p m b hypothees can be divided in two mtegories. The first category
hmdles hypotheses about competitive reactions;. The m n d set of hypotheses is related to
the perceived success of prdwct quality improvements. From other research (Biggadilce
1979, Robinson 1988) it appears that the typical reaction of the wmptitor 20 market
entries is no reaction. merefore, our hypotheses with respect to p r ~ u c tquality
improvements is that the number of product quality improvements without a reaction of
the m d n competitor is grater than the number of product quality improvements with
such a reaction. Furthermore, if a reaction of the main competitor takes place;, the typical
rwctian is a strict imitation of the product quality improvement. hother hypothesis with
respect to reaction intensities is basedl on the hypothesis of Manis (19(48), who assumes
that "In static markets [saturation phase of the prduct life cycle) the conflict situation is
nmssarily inkn%,.,[Anentrant] may be compelled to fight a war in which one or more
producers are driven out to make room for him". Our hypothesis reads that the intensity
of the competitive reaction ( n u m k of marketing-mix instruments usad by the most
important competitor) is greater in the saturation phase than in the growth phase of the
product life cycle. The type of product quality improvement could also be a factor for
competitors to determibye the type of reaction, as we11 as the intensity and speed of
reaction. Finally, a nurnber of hypotheses has b n fomulalted with respect to the
permivd result of the prduct quality improvement. Success muId be influenced by the
rnorivm to improve product quality, the type of produd quality, the sped and intensity of
the eomp~tivereaction, kddles environmental influences.

"The empideal research is based on a mail sumq amongst almost 2W icaimpies in The

Netherlands. Twenty percent of the cornpies we conkcted responded with filling in a
comprehensive q'1~.estionndr%,describing their most Important product quality
improvement in the past five years. The research took place in the @d novetnkr 1987january 1988. Although :h broad range of companies were contacted, we focused our
research on the relatively homogenimus group af 247 w m p i e s , acting in industrial
markets with durable products. Somewhat more than two hundred of thew companies
gave detai1d infomation on their most imporbat quality improvement, motives, reaeittons
of the mdrv camptitor ajnd results. Again, it is important to d i s e that the findings are

bzsed an ~tl:rcepthsof magers. Therefore, a kbavioural rrppmh is u&
depict the action and reactioiu patterns in quality cwlmptjtion.

h order b

mdings
In the ernpiifid pacX of the study it qpwm that a majority (701%) of the: prdu@ttquality
improvements induced a reaction d the ma431 competitor. Almost 60% of the m m p i m
reacted with the marketing-mix instrument product. It is notewlofiy to slate fiat 2 5 % of
the companies (also) used the ~ k e t i n g - m hinsmmnt priw md 23% promo'fian. So,
the typical reaction of the main mmpetitor is Q m c t with &the: marketing-mix iruslhulrnent
product. A substantial number of com@es dm made use of 0 t h ~mmke~ng-mix
instruments; mainly price or promotion.
We a u l d not &d a significant difference between the intensity of the rwtion of the
main competitor in the growth phase and the saturation phase of the product life cycle.
However, the intensity of the competitive reaction is significantly lower in tthe decline
phase of the product Bfe cycle than in the other phases. These findings are in line with
the findings of SJjlggadike(1979) and Robinson (1988) iin their reseatcia of market entries,
Five reasons wuid be given.
1) Zlhe competitive pressure has decreased, bemuse of the shakeout in the
saturation phase. Firms are f o r d to crate a market niche, in which they ate
tthe:lativdy safe from competition.
2) Product qudity impmvemenb in growth markets could uncover product passibilities not yet adapted by competition. Heause of the urge to imitate this could
lead to more intensive reaction of competitors.
3) Competitive reactions are not influend by absolute sales figures, but by rehtive
d e s (e.g . d e s growth or market share].
4) Mwkets in a growth phase are relatively young, and usually promising. Future
possibilities are, aw; a rule, large and worth a strategic investmenlt.
5 ) Firms in a growth market are often managed in a &fferent way than firms in a
saturation phase or a decline phase. In general, it is w i e r to depart from budget
mntraints and to react adequately fo competitive p d u c t quality improvemenits in
the growth phase.
Furthermore, the mdn competitors appear to react intensively on product quality
improveme~ltslb& on reliability. I m m s that reliability is, as was found in other
studies, an important quality factor. Competitors discern the importance and react in
~ C C Q ~with
= ltRis fact. The competitive reaction to improvements in the sewiceability
is very. mdy. paobiably this is; m u d by inherent difficultim in imitating services.
Product quality improvements basad on
1) the internal strength and support of firms,
2) pointed at the reliability andor d ~ e a b i l i t yof the p~odub,and
3) in the first p h m of the product life cycle,
a p m to be mote s u m f u l than product quality improvements without these
chmterisltjlcs.
Firmally, it appears that h e intensity off the reaction in case of product q d i t y
iqovements is nor bss
the intmsity of the incumbent reaction in ease of market
dnbif% of fiml~.

Our imvvesdyean showa that a n u m b r of reMswrships with respect ttu product quality
imptevemesl@wuld k delembd. Even the, RMS studies could not give proper insight
into these rewnships. However, our approach has k n partial. So, the mrnplt:te
c o n q W m&1 ha not ken. estimated at on=. Wis does not preclude that a more
etabaraxe md exte7lded approach muld give more and swongerr evidence for our
m~lusims.
Pindry, it
s that ~ ~ i ~ - aares important
~ t s in quality mmpdition. These types
of"prodm qwdity impr1ovements are difficult and not very swift to imitate. F"udemore it
M s ta highm m c e i v d ) market sham and profib. A, high qdty se.miw turns out to
be an i m p m t mmpeditjlve hstmment. Therefme, it is i m p m t that hare scientific
research in this a m is focused an tools md instnw-a
which mulld help improving
service quality. Becaus of the inherent m u l t i d i s c i p i character of this
of research
this is not only a task of wbntific work in the mkelbing discipline.

